
Mudsock Youth Football 
Draft Procedure  

 
 

I. Each grade level Commissioner is responsible for overseeing his league’s draft.  The 
draft will be conducted at the date and time set by the league at MYA offices.  Only 
head coaches are allowed to attend and participate in the draft.  The Commissioner 
will be responsible for having the player evaluations tabulated and recorded prior to 
the day of the draft. 
 

II. The draft board is populated by ranking the players based upon their evaluation 
rating in a “snake” pattern, starting with the highest rated player in the upper left-
hand corner of the board.  Skilled players (those of ball-carrying weight) shall be 
listed on the top half of the board.  Lineman shall be broken out separate on the 
bottom half of the board and “snaked” in the same manner, with the exception that 
the highest rated player is listed on upper right-hand side.  For example: 

 
   A      B      C      D      E      F      G 
#1RB  #2RB  #3RB  #4RB  #5RB  #6RB  #7RB 
#14RB  #13RB  #12RB  #11RB  #10RB  #9RB  #8RB 
 
 
#7OL  #6OL  #5OL  #4OL  #3OL  #2OL  #1OL 
#8OL  #9OL  #10OL  #11OL  #12OL  #13OL  #14OL 
 
 

III. Once the draft board is populated, the Commissioner will ask for agreement from all 
head coaches on player positions and the balance of team strength.  Player 
movement will be allowed only if 100% agreement from all head coaches is 
reached.  The Commissioner is responsible for conducting this portion of the draft 
with team parity as his primary goal.  If a single coach disagrees with a proposed 
adjustment, the adjustment will not be made.  The only exception to this rule is if the 
Commissioner feels an adjustment is in the best interest of the league, he can ask the 
President to overrule the adjustment objection.  If the President believes the 
adjustment benefits the league, the adjustment will be made.    
 

IV. Once agreement is reached by all coaches, the Commissioner will ask the President 
to confirm agreement by all coaches in attendance, and then “set” the Board.  Once 
the board is “set,” the top two rows of both the skilled players and the lineman are 
locked.  This means players in these rows cannot be moved (ie – assistant coaching 
preferences). 

 



V. The coach with the highest rated skilled player will draw for a team first.  However, 
the only teams that he will be eligible to draw for will be the team his son is 
currently assigned to, and the teams listed on either side of his son’s team on the 
draft board.  For example, if a head coach has the second highest ranked skilled 
player on the board, Team A, Team B and Team C will be placed in a hat for him to 
draw for.  If a head coach has either the highest rated player OR a player ranked on 
the top line in the last team column, that head coach will only have 2 teams to draw 
for, his team and the team immediately adjacent to his son’s team. 

 
VI. The order in which the coaches draw teams out of a hat will be assigned in order of 

their son’s rating.  Team availability for a coach to draw for will only be restricted as 
described in Section V if a coach’s son is ranked in one of the top 2 skilled position 
lines.  If a coach is ready to draw and he does not have a son ranked in one of the 
top 2 skilled position lines, all remaining teams are placed in the hat for him to pick 
from. 

 
VII. Once head coaches are assigned to teams, player trades are considered only for 

assistant coaching requests.  However, no player may be moved to accommodate 
an assistant coaching request if that player is ranked in the top skilled position or 
lineman lines.  If a player is to be moved to accommodate an assistant coaching 
preference, he will be swapped with the next closest rated available player from the 
same grouping (skilled or lineman).  Additionally, only one assistant coach related 
player trade will be considered.  Lastly, no player trade will be allowed unless 100% 
of coaches in attendance approve of the trade.  If all head coaches cannot reach 
consensus on a proposed player move, the Commissioner may ask the President to 
make a final determination. 

 
VIII. Once the teams are assigned to a head coach, the Commissioner closes the draft 

process and the teams are set. 
 

IX. Players who have not been evaluated will not be placed on a team until they go 
through the evaluation process. 

 


